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The first Title IX course you were assigned, T itl e IX :  H ow  th e A ct P rotects S tu dents and S ch ool  E m pl oy ees
f rom  S ex u al  H arassm ent, defined sexual harassment, discussed school obligations and outlined the
grievance procedure. 
The second Title IX training you took —  T itl e IX :  A dditional  Inf orm ation f or T itl e IX  C oordinators,
Investig ators and D ecision- M ak ers —  covered many of same topics in the first course but took an even
deeper dive into them. 
This course —  intended for Title IX coordinators, investigators, decision-makers and appeals decision-makers
—  has two sections. Section 1  discusses how to:

In addition to these three courses, your district should train you on the specific policies and guidelines it has
adopted to comply with Title IX.

Be sensitive to the effects of trauma;

Conduct an investigation, collect evidence and conduct interviews;

Consider relevancy, credibility and the weight of evidence; and

Apply a standard of evidence.

Section 2  explains how to:

Serve impartially by avoiding conflicts of interest, bias and sex-based stereotypes;

Recognize and address implicit bias.
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O bjectives
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The following course provides an overview of school responsibilities and the
grievance process pursuant to Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1 972 . It is
not offered as legal advice. Anyone involved in the investigation and resolution of
Title IX complaints should seek counsel for any legal q uestions.
The chapters of this course are:

1 . Title IX Investigations

2 . Evidence

3 . Searches &  Student Rights

4 . Interviews

5. Review of Evidence &  Investigative Report

6 . Response to the Written Response

7. Making a Final Determination

8 . Appeals

9. Conflicts of Interest &  Transparency

1 0 . Schemas, Stereotypes &  Bias

1 1 . How to Minimize Bias
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Chapter Topics
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1Chapter

Title IX Investigations

T opics in th is ch apter incl u de:
Trauma-Sensitive Investigative Approach

Formal, O rganized, Careful Investigative P rocess

Who, Where and What to Investigate

Chain of Custody

Investigation Scope vs. Time Frame

O ther Investigative Agencies May Impact Time Frame
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Trauma- Sensitive Investigative Approach
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Stalking, sexual assault, sexual violence and harassment can result in trauma.
During a traumatic experience, the body often releases a surge of chemicals.
These chemicals can impact one's fight-or-flight response, which explains why
some people freeze during an assault and don't attempt to escape or fight back.
The chemicals can remain in someone's body for up to four days and can affect an
individual's emotional state. 
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Trauma- Sensitive Investigative Approach,  continued
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Someone who is traumatized may seem flat or disinterested and may even laugh
at inappropriate times. While natural and uncontrollable, these responses can
undermine the person's credibility when they're interviewed about the
harassment they experienced.
Someone who has suffered extreme trauma may also:

During a Title IX investigation, it's crucial that you and your fellow Title IX
personnel be sensitive to a complainant's trauma and how it can impact their
behavior. Also be aware that other participants in the Title IX process may have
experienced trauma related to —  or unrelated to —  the complaint being
investigated. 
To ensure an impartial grievance process, treat all participants with dignity and
respect.

Have impaired, distorted, delayed and/or incomplete memories

Remember an experience in discrete snapshots, rather than in one cohesive, linear
timeline

Recall false details

Take more than six months for their brain to make sense of the traumatic memories
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Formal,  O rganized,  Careful Investigative Process
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As you've learned in previous Title IX courses, a school is obligated to investigate
a formal complaint and search for evidence related to the allegation. Although
the school bears the burden of proof, both parties may gather and present
evidence and testimony.
A school must never investigate a Title IX sexual harassment complaint in an
informal, haphazard or negligent manner. A thorough investigation is important
because:

In fact, if an incident does result in legal action, you and your fellow Title IX
personnel may have to provide outside attorneys every document related to
your investigation. You may also be called to testify. 

It helps the school reach an accurate determination of responsibility; and

It may eventually be subject to the scrutiny of a civil or criminal trial. 

!
Title IX neither req uires nor recommends specific investigative techniq ues.
Schools are given the flexibility to choose investigative procedures that fit
their uniq ue needs.  
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Who,  Where and What to Investigate
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If you serve as a Title IX investigator, you must collect and compile all evidence
that directly relates to a complaint's allegations, regardless of whether you
personally believe the evidence to be relevant, credible or important. 
The information contained in the formal complaint serves as your starting point
when determining:

W h om  to interview  —  In addition to interviewing complainants and respondents, you
should speak with anyone who has first-hand knowledge of the incident. Ask each
Interviewee to describe what happened, in detail. Ask follow-up q uestions, when
appropriate. And ask each interviewee to identify other potential respondents and
witnesses. Your interviewees' answers will guide your next investigative steps.

W h ere to l ook  f or ph y sical  evidence —  V isit the site where the incident is alleged to have
taken place. Some sites' physical layout may support the allegation; other sites' physical
layout may cast doubt. For example, a site may or may not be visible to potential
witnesses. 

W h at docu m ents to col l ect —  Document every aspect of your investigation, including its
timeline. Enter all information into an investigative file and keep the file at a secure
location. The file should be updated regularly, so that another person can assist with the
investigation —  or take it over, if necessary. 
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Chain of Custody
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Create a chain of custody for all evidence you collect. Document:
When and how each piece of evidence was collected;

The names of anyone who accesses the evidence and why they're doing so; and

The date and time any transfer of evidence takes place.

! O nly people who truly need to know about the evidence should have access
to it.
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Investigation Scope vs. Time Frame
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An investigation may grow and evolve as new facts about an allegation are
uncovered. The depth of an investigation should be tempered by the need to
complete the grievance process within a reasonably prompt time frame. You
may limit the scope of an investigation by excluding issues that are undisputed
or that have been previously investigated. 

!
You and your Title IX colleagues should seek advice from your school's legal
counsel throughout the grievance process.
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O ther Investigative Agencies May Impact Time Frame
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Because a school's Title IX obligations are separate and distinct from any other
concurrent investigation, some sexual-harassment allegations may be investigated
by multiple agencies simultaneously. For example, alleged sexual abuse may be
investigated by the school and Child P rotective Services. And alleged criminal
sexual misconduct may be investigated by the school and law enforcement. 
Even if law enforcement is investigating the sexual assault of a student by a school
employee, a school must adhere to Title IX's grievance process. The school cannot
defer its own investigative responsibilities to the police. 
That said, a concurrent law-enforcement investigation may justify short-term
delays or limited extensions of the school's investigation. 
A time delay or extension can only be implemented after both parties have
received initial written notice. Concurrent law enforcement activity is not
sufficient cause for delaying the written notice itself.

! If law enforcement provides the school information that directly relates to a
sexual-harassment allegation, the school must provide that evidence to
both parties for inspection and review.
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K nowledge Check
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Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

Although schools bear the burden of proof, the accusing party is responsible for
gathering and presenting all evidence and testimony.

True 
 

False 
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Chapter Topics
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2Chapter

Evidence

T opics in th is ch apter incl u de:
Categories of Evidence

Types of Evidence

Title IX Evidentiary Rules

Evidence that's not Admissible

Rape-Shield P rotection
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Categories of E vidence
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E vidence is the vehicle through which allegations are proved or disproved. The
type and extent of evidence differs for every investigation. Categories of
evidence include:

Incu l patory  evidence points toward a respondent's guilt. 

E x cu l patory  evidence can prove a respondent's innocence or justify their actions. 

D irect evidence links a respondent to the allegations without any need for inference.
O ne common type of direct evidence is eyewitness testimony. 

C ircu m stantial  evidence implies a fact without proving it. For example, a witness might
not have seen a respondent committing a crime but might have observed the
respondent fleeing the scene of the crime. 
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Types of E vidence
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Types of evidence include:
P h y sical  evidence —  Any material or object that: ( 1 )  establishes that a crime was
committed; ( 2 )  creates a link between a crime and its perpetrator; or ( 3 )  creates a link
between a crime and its victim. P hysical evidence can help confirm a participant's
testimony. Crime scenes are searched for physical evidence such as blood, weapons,
footprints, damaged property, etc. 

T race evidence —  Comes from contact between: ( 1 )  a person and an object; ( 2 )  two
people; or ( 3 )  two objects. Trace evidence includes forensic evidence, such as DN A,
fingerprints, hair strands, fibers, etc. 

If a sexual assault has occurred, a Title IX coordinator should discuss with the
complainant the option of a medical exam. During an exam, a medical professional can
work to recover and preserve forensic evidence, such as blood, semen, saliva, etc.
Ideally, an exam should take place as soon as possible; the likelihood of recovering
forensic evidence greatly diminishes 72  hours after an assault. 

D ocu m entary  evidence —  Includes photographs, seating charts, attendance records,
discipline records, personnel files, emails, computer-access logs, social-network pages and
text messages. Documentary evidence submitted by Title IX participants should be verified
for authenticity.
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Types of E vidence,  continued
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D ig ital  evidence —  Any information found on a computer hard drive, a cell phone, a
flash drive, etc. 

Consult with IT experts and legal counsel to ensure all digital evidence is properly
and legally extracted, catalogued and stored. V arious programs are available to
assist with this task. 

As a school employee, you must never print, copy or transfer sexually explicit photos
onto school or personal devices —  even as part of an investigation you're
conducting. P ossessing, distributing and producing child pornography are felonies
under state and federal laws. It's much safer for you to describe —  in writing —  any
salacious photographic evidence you uncover.

T estim onial  evidence —  A statement made by a party or a witness. In courts, testimonial
evidence is given when a witness is called to speak under oath. Types of evidence that
help corroborate testimony include:

Telling someone else about the incident; 

Writing about the incident in a diary;

Behaving differently ( e.g., avoiding the respondent, withdrawing socially, changing
one's physical appearance, etc.) ; and/or 

Corresponding with the respondent about the allegations.
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Types of E vidence,  continued 2
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H earsay  evidence —  A statement made by a third party.

E x pert w itnesses —  Testimony from someone in their area of expertise. 

C h aracter evidence —  Testimony that describes a person's positive or negative character
traits. Character evidence might include proof that a person engaged in past bad behavior.

H ab it evidence —  Shows that a person has a habit, routine or practice that is similar to,
connected to, or otherwise related to some aspect of the allegation. Habit evidence can
demonstrate how a person is likely to act in certain situations; it may be relevant if those
situations are similar to the allegation at hand.

Incrim inating  b eh avior —  May show that someone behaved as if they had a guilty
conscience or something to hide with regard to the allegation. Examples of incriminating
behavior include: 

A respondent taking flight after an alleged act of harassment

A person intentionally destroying or suppressing evidence

Someone manufacturing false or fake evidence

O ne party threatening the other party

Someone threatening a witness

! If any person is threatened or retaliated against by another party, they can
file a complaint with the school. The school must have procedures in place
for a prompt and eq uitable resolution.
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Title IX E videntiary R ules
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Civil and criminal courts have a detailed, complex set of rules for collecting, authenticating and handling
evidence. Title IX's evidentiary rules are created for the school environment, so they're not nearly as
complicated:

Both parties must have eq ual opportunity to locate and present evidence. 

A school can define the circumstances in which the parties may offer or present evidence. 

A school should neither encourage nor discourage either party from gathering and presenting evidence that furthers their
own best interest.

Because Title IX has no authentication standards for evidence, any evidence presented does not need to be supported or
corroborated by other evidence. 

A school may not adopt rules to exclude evidence whose probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of
unfair prejudice. ( P robative value describes the ability of evidence to prove something that is material to a crime.)  For
example, a school may not adopt rules that exclude:

Evidence that may be unduly prejudicial

Evidence of previous bad behavior

Character evidence

L ie-detector test results

Rape kits
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E vidence that’ s not Admissible
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Information protected under a legally recognized privilege is not allowed as
evidence without the party's voluntary, written consent. This applies to the
party's medical, psychological, counseling and similar records —  even if that
information is already part of a student's official education record. 
Similarly, a school cannot release any information from an Individualized
Education P lan ( IEP )  or Section 50 4  P lan —  even if information in the plan
directly relates to the allegation at hand. The only way such information is
admissible is if:

If one of these situations arises, the opposing party then has the right to inspect
and review this evidence as it directly relates to the allegation. ( This does not
apply to information shared for the purpose of grievance-procedure disability
accommodations.)  

A party offers up their own IEP  or Section 50 4  plan as evidence; or

A party consents to the school's using the IEP  or Section 50 4  plan as evidence. 

!
A school is allowed to use and disclose academic records, but only if the
records directly relate to the allegation at hand. For example, if a student
alleges they were sexually harassed by a school employee while on a field trip
—  and there is testimony that one of the parties was not on that trip —  then
the attendance record for that field trip can be submitted as evidence.
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R ape- Shield Protection
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Title IX includes rape- sh iel d protection for complainants. In other words, all
q uestions and evidence about a complainant's sexual history and/or sexual
behavior are deemed irrelevant unless:

Because a significant number of sexual assaults are committed by intimate
partners, the first exception listed above is not a common defense. 
The second exception above does not allow a complainant's past sexual
encounters with the respondent —  or with anyone else —  to be presented as
evidence. In other words, a respondent cannot imply that a complainant's
extensive sexual history means the complainant probably consented to sexual
activity. P ast sexual encounters are irrelevant when it comes to consent because
consent can only be given in the particular moment.

The evidence is offered as proof that someone other than the respondent committed the
alleged act; or

The q uestion or evidence is offered to prove consent.
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R ape- Shield Protection,  continued
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O utside of consent, Title IX does not allow q uestions about whether conduct was
"welcome." All that's needed to prove that conduct was unwelcome is for a
complainant to say it was unwelcome.
Title IX does not provide rape-shield protection to respondents, unless an incident
involves counterclaims between two parties. In such situations, both parties are
simultaneously complainants and respondents, so rape-shield protection is
afforded to both individuals.

! U nder Title IX, a school must adopt a definition of consent that decision-
makers can understand and apply. Many schools adopt the definition of
consent used by their state.
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K nowledge Check
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Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

Civil and criminal courts have a detailed, complex set of rules for collecting,
authenticating and handling evidence. Title IX's evidentiary rules are created for
the school environment, so they're not nearly as complicated.

True 
 

False 
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3Chapter

Searches &  Student Rights

T opics in th is ch apter incl u de:
Searching a Student's Belongings

Searching a Student's P ersonal Electronic Devices

Searching School P roperty

Searches by L aw Enforcement
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Searching a Student’ s B elongings
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The Fourth Amendment of the U .S. Constitution protects individuals against
unreasonable search and seizure. The U .S. Supreme Court has held that students
have a reasonable expectation of privacy while at school. However, a student's
privacy rights are more limited than an adult's privacy rights.
Generally, public-school officials cannot search a student or a student's personal
belongings unless they have reasonab l e su spicion that:
1 . the student has broken a school rule or has violated the law and

2 . the search will reveal evidence of wrongdoing.
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Searching a Student’ s B elongings,  continued
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O ther points worth noting:
Title IX does not define "reasonable suspicion," although "reasonable suspicion"
presumably involves more than just a hunch or a rumor. 

Searches cannot be arbitrary or discriminatory. An anonymous tip isn't usually enough to
justify a search unless the tip can be corroborated. 

The extent of a search must be related to its purpose and must not be "excessively
intrusive." 

A student's age —  and the severity of the student's alleged wrongdoing —  should be
factored into how a search is conducted.

Schools have more leeway to search a student's belongings when a situation is
potentially dangerous ( e.g., there's a weapon involved) .

School officials may ask a student's permission to search through their belongings —
even in the absence of reasonable suspicion. However, the student has the right to
refuse the search. Any evidence found during a voluntary search can be used during
disciplinary or legal proceedings.

!
Searching a student's body via a pat down is much more intrusive than
searching a student's belongings. Thus, a school must meet stricter standards
before it can legally pat down a student. ( Conducting a strip search is almost
never justifiable.)
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Searching a Student’ s Personal E lectronic D evices

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_searches_student_rights_searching_a_student_s_personal_electronic_devices.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:06 :3 7 AM]

Searching a student's personal electronic device involves privacy issues that are
far more sensitive than those pertaining to the search of a student's backpack or
purse. This is because smart phones, tablets and laptops often contain highly
personal, sensitive information. 
The q uestion of when school officials can search electronic devices is a
developing area of law. If you believe a student's phone might contain pictures,
text or data directly related to a sexual-harassment allegation, consult a legal
expert to make sure your search of the device is conducted legally.
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Searching School Property

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_searches_student_rights_searching_school_property_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:07:13  AM]

Students have less of a reasonable expectation of privacy when it comes to school
property. For the most part, desks, lockers, computers, online accounts and other
school-owned materials can be inspected by school officials at any time. This is
especially true if students are provided advance notice of the school's right to
search.
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Searches by L aw E nforcement

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_searches_student_rights_searches_by_law_enforcement_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:07:40 AM]

As stated, a school need only "reasonable suspicion" to search a student's
belongings. 
L aw-enforcement personnel, however, must adhere to a stricter standard before
they can search a student's thing. U nless there's an emergency situation, law
enforcement must have prob ab l e cau se or a search  w arrant.

!
Some courts have ruled that school resource officers are like school staff, so
they only need "reasonable grounds" to search student belongings. O ther
courts have ruled that school resource officers are like law enforcement, so
they must have "probable cause" before conducting a search.  
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K nowledge Check

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_searches_student_rights_knowledge_check.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:08:23  AM]

Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

School personnel do N O T  have to read a student Miranda rights unless the
school is q uestioning the student on behalf of law enforcement or with law
enforcement.

True 
 

False 
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Interviewing Young Children and Teens
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Interviewing P ersons with Disabilities

Interviewing P ersons from O ther Cultures 

Interviewing Survivors of Trauma 

Building Rapport with an Interviewee
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Students’  R ights

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_students_rights_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:09 :20 AM]

School officials have the right to detain and q uestion students, as long as the
q uestioning is not arbitrary or a form of harassment. Any information a student
provides school officials can be used against them in a school-discipline case, a
sexual-harassment grievance procedure or a legal proceeding.
If and when law enforcement is involved in the q uestioning of a student, however,
things change.
L aw enforcement must inform someone of their rights before they're interrogated
while in custody. Generally speaking, a person is considered in custody when they
don't feel free to leave the setting. 
When police officers q uestion a student in school, the situation is likely to be
considered custodial. Thus, law enforcement must inform a student of their
Miranda rights prior to the interview.
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Students’  R ights,  continued

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_students_rights_continued.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:09 :46  AM]

A minor who understands their Miranda rights has the right to waive those rights
and proceed with the interview. However, courts often frown upon any situation
where law enforcement interrogates a student at school without a parent
present. This is especially true if a student's age or developmental ability make it
difficult for them to understand the concept of Miranda rights.

! School personnel do not have to read a student Miranda rights unless the
school is q uestioning the student on behalf of law enforcement or with law
enforcement.
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The Purpose of an Interview

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_the_purpose_of_an_interview_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:10:13  AM]

You and your Title IX colleagues must conduct professional, effective, trauma-
sensitive interviews with students and adults of all ages —  from five-year-old
kindergarteners to 6 5-year-old superintendents.
The purpose of an interview is to collect information. It is not to obtain a
confession. And it is not to test whether a complainant's allegation can
withstand intense scrutiny.
In this chapter of the course, as we discuss interviews, we'll use the term
" su b j ect"  when referencing the person being interviewed —  regardless of
whether the interviewee is a complainant, a respondent or a witness. And even
though all Title IX personnel may ask q uestions of interviewees, we'll assume
"you" are the investig ator/ interview er.
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Interviewing Young Children and Teens

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_interviewing_young_children_and_teens_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:10:42 AM]

Interviewing a young child can prove challenging. An interview involves a
conversational pattern unfamiliar to a child, req uires focus that a child may not
yet possess, and demands details about an experience a child may remember, but
may not be able to describe. Furthermore, a child may not grasp the implications
of the answers they're providing.
Interviewing adolescents can also be difficult. Teens' immaturity and impulsivity
may cause them to provide unreliable answers to any q uestions they're asked —
especially if an investigator is using coercion or threats.
Thus, it's important for you to shape all interviews and q uestions in a way that's
appropriate for a subject's age and development level.
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Interviewing L G B TQ  Individuals

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_interviewing_lgbtq _individuals_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:11:09  AM]

Sexual harassment is not limited to bi-directional harassment ( i.e., male-to-
female or female-to-male) . Anyone may experience sexual harassment as a form
of sex discrimination, regardless of their sexual orientation or gender identity.
Individuals who are gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender or q uestioning often have
a history of being bullied, teased, and treated poorly. Be sensitive to this fact.
Don't automatically assume a person's sexuality or gender is relevant to an
investigation.
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Interviewing Persons with D isabilities

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_interviewing_persons_with_disabilities_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:11:3 5  AM]

A school must comply with all disability laws that protect the rights of —  and
accommodate the needs of —  students and employees with disabilities. This may
req uire that you:

Consult with a special educator prior to interviewing a student with a disability. Try to gain
insight into the person's skillset and learn what accommodations may be necessary. ( K eep
in mind that not every student with a diagnosed physical or mental condition is identified
by the school as having a disability. For example, a student may have an anxiety disorder.)

Allow a student with a disability to have an advisor-of-choice and a support person
accompany them throughout the grievance process.

P rovide evidence in an accessible format. 

! A person's disability may prevent them from describing an act of sexual
harassment and providing credible testimony.  
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Interviewing Persons from O ther Cultures

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_interviewing_persons_from_other_cultures_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:12:21 AM]

Culture encompasses the various "people groups" to which someone belongs —
be it race, ethnicity, religion, social circle, etc. Culture comprises beliefs, values,
thoughts, customs, language, communication and actions, and it influences how
you perceive and interact with the world.
When interviewing someone whose culture differs from your own, consider how
their culture might be influencing their perception, memory formation, language
and linguistic style.

!
A person's culture can also impact the way they experience sexual
harassment. U nder Title IX, any misunderstandings due to cultural or other
differences do not excuse an act of sexual harassment.
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Interviewing Survivors of Trauma

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_interviewing_survivors_of_trauma_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:13 :41 AM]

When interviewing a survivor of trauma, do so in a safe, non-stressful
environment. Be patient. Recognize that their recall may be slow and difficult.
N ever q uestion a survivor in an aggressive, intimidating or disrespectful way.
Doing so could:

By being sensitive to the effects of trauma, you can create a supportive setting
and conduct an interview that yields complete and detailed information. 

Retraumatize them;

Cause them to invent story details just to seem believable; and/or 

Bring the interview to a q uick end.
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B uilding R apport with an Interviewee

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_building_rapport_with_an_interviewee_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:14:05  AM]

Begin every interview by building rapport with your subject. Doing so will help
you can gain insight into their developmental, cultural and emotional needs.
Invite your subject to share some general information, such as what they like to
do for fun, what they like about school, or even something as simple as what
they had for breakfast. 
You can also share information about yourself. Be cordial, but don't create a
false appearance of friendship or mistakenly convey that you're on the subject's
"side."
To build trust, be honest about the purpose of the interview. Briefly preview
what will be discussed. In an age-appropriate and developmentally appropriate
way, explain that the subject is expected to provide complete and accurate
information. A child is less likely to make false statements if they agree to be
truthful in the interview. You should say things like:

It's critical that you maintain a sense of rapport throughout the interview. If you
use a q uestioning style that's threatening, accusatorial or antagonizing, you
might make the subject shut down or provide false information.

"I only want you to talk about things that really happened"; and 

"It's okay to say, 'I don't know.'"
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Starting the Interview

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_starting_the_interview_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:14:3 6  AM]

To begin the discussion, ask the subject to share everything they know about the
allegation. You might say, "Can you tell me everything you know about the
incident in q uestion?  P lease don't leave anything out."
After that, continue asking open-ended, free-recall q uestions. Q uestions that
produce a narrative answer have been shown to elicit the most extensive, most
accurate information. Broad, open-ended q uestions also provide an interviewee a
sense of control. This is important if the individual has been affected by trauma.
Don't interrupt a subject as they answer you. L isten intently. Check your
understanding by summarizing and repeating what the subject says.
Many subjects omit details they consider unimportant or embarrassing, or that
they believe paint themselves in a bad light. However, these additional details are
often needed for a complete account. If an answer needs to be expanded, prompt
the interviewee by saying, "Tell me more" or "What happened next? " 
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Continuing the Interview

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_continuing_the_interview_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:15 :06  AM]

During the next stage of the interview, encourage the subject to clarify any
confusing or conflicting information. Ask "who," "what," "when," "where" and
"how" q uestions to elicit further detail.
To focus a q uestion on a specific topic, build context into it. For example, ask:

Contextual q uestions can also be used with interviewees who struggle to answer
broad, open-ended q uestions.

"What happened after [ a specific event, action or point in time] ? "; or 

"Where was it that [ a specific topic or action]  happened? " 
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Continuing the Interview,  continued

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_continuing_the_interview_continued_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:16 :40 AM]

Conversations about sexual harassment are likely to include uncomfortable
subject matter that must not be avoided; avoidance will create a gap in
information. 
When broaching a difficult topic, be transparent. Explain why you're asking the
q uestion.
K eep your opinions private, even while listening to upsetting details about alleged
behavior, and even while listening to seemingly implausible statements. 
You may feel the urge to support and comfort a distraught or frightened
complainant. Show a sensitive and empathetic demeanor, but don't express a
preference for or against the subject.
If an interviewee becomes upset or anxious, take a break from the interview. You
can rephrase your q uestion and ask it at a later time.
Most children can handle about an hour of q uestioning before they need a
breather. If you allow an interview to go on too long, the interview may become
confused and provide inaccurate information.
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Interview D o’ s

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_interview_do_s.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:17:05  AM]

These interview tips detail what you should and shouldn't do.
Do:

Make the subject feel as comfortable as possible.

Establish a framework for q uestioning based on the topics that need to be explored. For particularly sensitive and
important issues, write out q uestions prior to the interview.

Reflect upon personal issues and beliefs that could impact how you treat the subject.

Enter the interview free from assumptions of responsibility or non-responsibility. 

Ask open-ended q uestions that encourage an interviewee to use their own words. 

U se simple language and neutral terms. 

Maintain a calm, neutral tone of voice and facial expression. 

Take accurate notes. Write down the q uestions asked, and the answers given. 

Continue the interview, even if the subject admits they're responsible for the incident. 

Ask all subjects for the names of anyone who may be able to corroborate information.

Allow an interviewee to provide a written statement ( based on the subject's age, ability and need) .

Review your notes at the end of the interview and determine whether another interview is necessary. A follow-up
interview may afford a reluctant, young, traumatized subject another chance to share information clearly and completely.
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Interview D on’ ts

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_interview_don_ts_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:17:3 5  AM]

Don't:
U se facial expressions ( e.g., frowning, eye-rolling, smiling, etc.)  and body movements ( e.g., arm folding, leaning into the
subject)  that could interfere with the q uality of your interview.

Ask leading q uestions. L eading q uestions may cause a subject ( especially a child subject)  to adjust their answers to match
the information in the q uestion and, therefore, provide false testimony.

Ask multiple-choice q uestions, as they imply that one of the answers is correct. They also contain information about the
incident, which makes it impossible to know if the information provided in the interview came from the subject or the
investigator.

Make coercive statements —  even subtle ones —  such as, "If you tell me what happened, I can make things better." 

P romise leniency in an exchange for someone admitting responsibility and/or minimizing the seriousness of the allegation.

Accuse an individual of being responsible for an allegation. 

Make direct or indirect threats, such as, "If I find out you're lying, I'll make sure you get kicked out of school" or "After we
talk, I'm calling your parents and I will tell them if you lie."

Allow a parent, a guardian or an advisor-of-choice to exert pressure on a subject or to otherwise interfere with the
interview. 
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Honesty

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_honesty_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:18:06  AM]

Assessing whether someone is telling the truth is challenging. There is no single
behavior that accurately indicates a person is lying. 
Research shows that most people think they can spot when a person is lying —
but they can't actually do so. What many people mistake for signs of deception
are actually indicators of stress.
A Title IX interview can be stressful for anyone —  especially given the power
imbalance between a student and the adult in charge. A child subject may
exhibit behaviors associated with deception, even though they're telling the
truth. For example, a stressed child may breathe heavily, blink freq uently, sweat
profusely, have poor posture and avoid eye contact. 
A young child may provide you incorrect information, but is not doing so to be
deceptive:

A child may try to guess the answers they think you want to hear.

A child may believe that an inaccurate version of an incident is true. So, they're being
honest, even as they're sharing incorrect information with you. 
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Honesty,  continued

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_honesty_continued_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:18:3 3  AM]

It's difficult for someone to lie persuasively. To truly deceive, an interviewee must:
1 . construct a story consistent with what you ( the investigator)  currently know or may soon

discover,

2 . remember every lie they tell,

3 . anticipate future q uestions and

4 . avoid providing too much information. The more evidence you uncover during your
investigation, the more likely you'll be able to spot a liar and weed out any testimony that lacks
credibility.

! It's difficult for someone to lie persuasively
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K nowledge Check

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_interviews_knowledge_check.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:19 :04 AM]

Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

A student with a disability must be allowed to have an advisor-of-choice and a
support person accompany them throughout the grievance process.

True 
 

False 
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https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_review_of_evidence_investigative_report_chapter_topics.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:19 :3 2 AM]

5Chapter

Review of Evidence &
Investigative Report

T opics in th is ch apter incl u de:
1 0 -Day Allowance

Summarizing Relevant Evidence

Relevant Evidence, Defined
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10- D ay Allowance

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_review_of_evidence_investigative_report_10_day_allowance.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:19 :5 7 AM]

Both parties must be given at least 1 0  days to review and inspect all evidence. This
includes, but is not limited to:

Both parties must also have the chance to submit a written response to the
evidence after they've reviewed it. In their responses, they explain which evidence
they believe is relevant, and which is not.

Confidential, sensitive or private information that directl y  relates to the allegation; and

Evidence of the complainant's sexual behavior or predisposition that directl y  relates to the
allegation.
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Summarizing R elevant E vidence

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_review_of_evidence_investigative_report_summarizing_relevant_evidence.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:20:23  AM]

After both parties have submitted their responses to the evidence, an investigator
must read and consider the arguments presented and determine what evidence is
relevant.
The investigator then summarizes the rel evant evidence in an investig ative
report. An investigative report must contain onl y  relevant evidence.

! Rape-shield protection applies to the investigation report.
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Summarizing R elevant E vidence

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_review_of_evidence_investigative_report_summarizing_relevant_evidence.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:20:23  AM]

After both parties have submitted their responses to the evidence, an investigator
must read and consider the arguments presented and determine what evidence is
relevant.
The investigator then summarizes the rel evant evidence in an investig ative
report. An investigative report must contain onl y  relevant evidence.

! Rape-shield protection applies to the investigation report.
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R elevant E vidence,  D efined

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_How_To_Investigate_and_Adjudicate_Formal_Complaints/a001_review_of_evidence_investigative_report_relevant_evidence_defined.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 11:20:5 1 AM]

Title IX does not dictate strict rules of evidence. R el evance is the only standard
that applies. In addition, Title IX does not define "relevance"; the word's ordinary
meaning applies. R el evant evidence proves or disproves any aspect of an
allegation. It does not have to be strong evidence, but it must be more than just
casually related to the allegation.
Determining relevance does not req uire legal expertise. Relevance is largely
determined through logic and common sense. All relevant evidence must be
considered, except for:

Title IX regulations do not allow a school to make rules that exclude any other
types of relevant evidence. However, a school may exclude duplicate evidence.

A complainant's prior sexual behavior

Information protected by a legally recognized privilege

Treatment records without a party's voluntary, written consent
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K nowledge Check
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Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

Both parties must be given how many days to review and inspect all evidence?

A. 3  days 
 

B. 5 days 
 

C. 1 0  days 
 

D. 3 0  days 
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After the investigator's investigative report has been written and submitted to the
decision-maker, the complainant and respondent have 1 0  days to review and
respond to it. Both parties may:

After the decision-maker determines which of the parties' q uestions are relevant,
the decision-maker must submit all relevant q uestions to the other party and/or
to witnesses, as appropriate. If the decision-maker deems a q uestion irrelevant,
they must explain to the party who submitted the q uestion why it was excluded. A
lengthy or complicated explanation is not needed. It is sufficient, for example, to
explain that a q uestion is irrelevant because it references prior sexual behavior, or
because the q uestion asks about facts or evidence not related to the allegation.
Both parties may then submit additional, follow-up q uestions, for which a school
can set reasonable limits. A school may also adopt and enforce rules of decorum
that req uire all q uestions be asked in a respectful manner

Submit q uestions they want the other party and/or witnesses to be asked to reveal
inaccuracies, inconsistencies or false statements;

Address the importance of the evidence;

Challenge determinations of relevance; and/or

V oice their support of the report.
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In a case that involves a young student, parents may help their child write out
q uestions and craft answers. Title IX does not address whether parents may
consult with their child when writing q uestions or answers. This matter is
addressed by other laws that enable a parent to act on behalf of a child.
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Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

Title IX does not dictate strict rules of evidence. Relevance is the only standard
that applies.

True 
 

False 
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Special Considerations for Students with Disabilities

Assessing the Credibility of Testimony

Weight of the Evidence

Credibility of Testimony and the Weight of Evidence

Written Determination of Responsibility
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A decision-maker must objectively evaluate and weigh the relevant evidence
summarized in the investigative report —  as well as the parties' responses to that
report —  to reach a determination of responsibility.
In some situations, there may be little evidence outside of both parties' conflicting
accounts of the incident, so the decision-maker must consider whose testimony is
the most credible.
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If a complainant has a disability, a decision-maker should take that disability into
consideration when determining responsibility. Students with disabilities are often
victims of sexual abuse because they don't realize they have a right to say "no,"
and don't realize when they've been sexually harassed.
Conversely, a student with a disability may inadvertently sexually harass someone
because they don't understand that certain types of touching are inappropriate.
J ust because a respondent has a disability doesn't mean their behavior should be
excused. However, their disability may be a factor when considering:

Whether to use a formal sexual-harassment grievance process to address the sexual-
harassment complaint or whether to use an informal-resolution process.

What sanctions are appropriate. For example, counseling or behavioral intervention might
be more appropriate than other, harsher disciplinary measures.

! Regardless of whether a complainant —  or a respondent —  has a disability,
a school must still offer the complainant remedies designed to restore or
preserve their eq ual access to education.
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If a fact or statement seems to be true and accurate, it's considered credib l e. If a
fact or statement seems out of context or false, it's lacking credibility.
Specialized legal training is not needed to determine credibility. Many criminal
and civil court trials rely on jurors with no legal training to determine the facts of
a case, including the credibility of witnesses.
In sexual-harassment cases that lack conclusive evidence, credibility is crucial in
determining responsibility. There are five factors that can help assess the
credibility of testimony:

These will be discussed on the next two slides.

1 . Inherent plausibility

2 . Motive to falsify

3 . Corroborative evidence

4 . Internal consistency

5. Demeanor
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Determining inh erent pl au sib il ity  involves asking whether the story makes sense,
at face value. Ask, "Is the story believable? " and "Does the version of events seem
reasonable? " Common sense should be used to determine whether testimony is
probable and not inherently absurd.
Considering one's m otive to f al sif y  involves asking whether someone has a
reason to be misleading. Title IX investigations can be emotionally charged. They
often involve high stakes and potentially severe conseq uences. Whether a party
has something to gain or lose can influence their motivation to deceive.
For example, a witness' background impacts the credibility of their testimony. The
more loyal a witness is to one party, the more likely they are to provide favorable
and corroborating testimony for that party. N eutral witnesses with no connection
to either party —  and with no vested interest in the outcome of the investigation
—  often have greater objectivity and therefore more credibility.
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Assessing the Credibility of Testimony,  continued 2
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Inconsistency is correlated with deception. C orrob orative evidence is physical
evidence or witness testimony consistent with one another.
Determining internal  consistency  involves asking, "Does the respondent have a
history of similar behavior in the past?  Evidence of prior acts should only be
considered credible when there is evidence to corroborate that the respondent
has behaved in this manner before.
Considering dem eanor means asking, "Did the person seem to be telling the
truth or lying? " O f the five factors, demeanor is the least reliable.
P arties can be credible yet provide information that is not reliable. Inaccurate
statements should not destroy a participant's credibility. The adage, "If you lie
about one thing, nothing else you say will be believed," is unreasonable and
should not apply. Instead, consider:

To what extent does the misinformation undermine the credibility of the story?

How crucial was the inaccurate information to the overall testimony?
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Evidence must be weighed to establish its importance in relation to other
evidence. Some evidence is more reliable than others and should be given greater
consideration:

D irect evidence is generally afforded significant weight. Direct evidence is testimony or
evidence that speaks directly to the allegation and involves no inferences.

C ircu m stantial  evidence relies on inferences. Therefore, it carries less weight than direct
evidence.

Direct, unrefuted evidence should be given more weight than indefinite, vague or
improbable evidence.

P ersonal observation should be given more weight than hearsay.

! Title IX does not prescribe how relevant evidence should be evaluated; it
leaves those decisions to the school. A school can adopt rules regarding the
credibility of testimony or the weight of evidence, providing the rules are
applied to both parties eq ually.
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Credibility of Testimony and the Weight of E vidence
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Consider these issues when determining the credibility of testimony and the
weight of evidence:

P h y sical  evidence —  P hysical evidence is generally more reliable than testimony and may
be assigned greater weight. Many formal sexual-harassment complaints involve plausible,
competing narratives. P hysical evidence can corroborate testimony or prove it false.

D istance in tim e or pl ace —  Evidence should have some connection to the time and
location of the event in q uestion, and to the person making the allegation. Distance in time
or place may reduce the weight of the evidence. For example, a photo of the respondent
with the complainant is more relevant if it's taken the day of the alleged incident rather
than a month before.

H earsay  evidence —  Hearsay evidence should be weighed with caution. In particularly,
anonymous hearsay evidence raises a serious q uestion of credibility.
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P rior b ad acts — Allegations of prior bad acts can be introduced to illustrate someone's
character; these alleged prior bad acts carry more weight when they're corroborated by
other victims. P rior bad acts based on hearsay should not receive much weight.

Indirect evidence —  Evidence that has only a slight or indirect connection to the
allegations carries little weight.

C ircu m stantial  evidence — The more circumstantial the evidence, the less weight it
should receive.

C h aracter evidence —  Character evidence invites judging a party based on their
reputation, not the facts of the allegation-at-hand. Because it's at high risk for bias,
character evidence should be weighed with caution.

O th er party  responsib l e —  A respondent may offer evidence that another party is
responsible for the alleged harassment. Such evidence is relevant when it reduces the
likelihood that the respondent is responsible. However, without evidence to show some
connection between the third party and the allegations, the claim may be too speculative
to carry weight.

!
Be careful when weighing bad acts. A respondent shouldn't be held
responsible for sexual harassment because they're perceived to be a bad
person. The facts of the sexual-harassment allegation at-hand should always
receive more weight
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After a decision has been reached, a decision-maker must issue a written
determination of responsibility. The determination must include:

The allegations that potentially constituted sexual harassment.

A description of the procedural steps taken, from the time of the formal complaint through
the final determination. ( An investigator may wish to include these steps in the
investigative report but is not req uired to do so.)

Findings of fact that support the determination of responsibility, including an analysis of
how each conclusion/ruling for each allegation was reached.

!
A determination of responsibility should be written in a neutral and
impartial manner with conclusions and findings tied directly to the greater
weight of evidence. The report should not be looked at as a "teachable
moment" or as a forum in which to share opinions, beliefs or personal
feelings.
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Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

A decision-maker must objectively evaluate and weigh the relevant evidence
summarized in the investigative report —  as well as the parties' responses to
that report —  to reach a determination of responsibility.  

True 
 

False 
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As you've previously learned, there are three bases for which a complainant or
respondent can appeal a determination of responsibility:

If the third basis is alleged, an appeal should not be granted unless a party can
demonstrate that the conflict of interest or bias materially affected the outcome
of the grievance procedure.
A school should apply an objective, common sense approach when determining
whether a Title IX coordinator, investigator or decision-maker had a conflict of
interest or was biased. The school should not apply generalizations that might
unreasonably conclude that bias existed. For example, the school should not
assume a male was incapable of being sensitive to the experiences of a female, or
vice versa.
Furthermore, a school should not assume you or your fellow Title IX personnel
were biased in this the case-at-hand simply because many of your past grievance-
procedure decisions resulted in a determination of responsibility ( or, conversely,
because many of your previous decisions resulted in a determination of non-
responsibility) .

P rocedural irregularities

N ewly discovered evidence

Conflict of interest or bias
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The appeals decision-maker cannot be the Title IX coordinator, the investigator
or the decision-maker from the original grievance procedure. A school must
provide both parties a written explanation of the appeals result and the reasons
for the decision.
If the appeals process reveals that the initial determination of responsibility was
inaccurate, a school can correct it. A written determination becomes final only
after the time period to file an appeal has expired, or after an appeals decision
has been sent to both parties.
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Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

The appeals decision-maker can also be the Title IX coordinator, the investigator
or the decision-maker from the original grievance procedure as long as
appropriate training is provided.

True 
 

False 
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As a member of your school's Title IX team, you must stay focused on the facts
surrounding a complaint, not the attributes of the participants involved. If you're a
Title IX investigator, you must:

Regardless of your Title IX role, you must not:

Because conflicts of interest and bias can inhibit you from performing your Title IX
job successfully, these topics will be discussed in this course.

Conduct a thorough search for evidence related to the allegations; and

O bjectively evaluate the evidence for relevance.

If you're a Title IX decision-maker, you must:

O bjectively evaluate the evidence for relevance; and

Reach an impartial conclusion based on what the body of evidence dictates.

P rejudge the facts of an allegation;

P rejudge the credibility of a complainant; or

P rejudge the credibility of a respondent.
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As you've learned in previous Title IX courses, a conf l ict of  interest occurs when
your personal ( or self-serving)  interests clash with your professional duties.
Because the mere perception of a conflict of interest can undermine the
integrity of a Title IX grievance process, it's crucial that you avoid such conflicts.
If it's not possible to avoid a conflict of interest, transparency  is critical. To
achieve transparency and avoid ethical and legal dilemmas, you must disclose
actual —  and potential —  conflicts of interest. Disclosure does not always
resolve the conflict of interest, but disclosure allows the conflict to be addressed
properly and productively.
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Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

A conflict of interest occurs when your personal ( or self-serving)  interests clash
with your professional duties.

True 
 

False 
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S ch em as are mental shortcuts that your brain uses to process information q uickly
and organize it into categories, based on relationships among that data.
O ur brain is wired to sort people into groups based on easily recognizable
characteristics like age, gender, race and the like. These oversimplified
generalizations about people are called stereoty pes.
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All people stereotype others in some way. Your stereotypes have developed
over the course of your lifetime, beginning at a very early age. They've been
formed by:

Stereotypes are not necessarily negative. However, even seemingly positive
stereotypes can have unintended conseq uences.

Direct and indirect messages that have imprinted on your memory

Your experiences

Your observations

Your parents and family members

Your friends

Your schooling

Media ( e.g., music, videos, video games, movies, apps, advertisements, books, articles,
etc.)
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B ias involves attributing stereotypical beliefs about a group of people to an
individual associated with that group. Such inclinations and preferences can
interfere with your making impartial judgments about someone. Everyone has
biases that cause them to be more tolerant and accepting of certain types of
people than others. There are three components of bias:

All three components collectively affect how we relate to and treat others. If you
judge people through a biased lens, you can miss the chance to appreciate their
talents.

The cog nitive component includes your thoughts, beliefs and ideas about something or
someone.

The af f ective component encompasses your emotional reactions to different types of
people.

The b eh avioral  component involves how you act toward certain people.
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E x pl icit b ias is the type of bias that gets the most attention. Explicit bias involves
attitudes that shape what someone believes about a group of people. O vert
racism and sexism are examples of explicit biases.
With explicit bias, individuals are aware of their prejudices and attitudes toward
certain groups. Thus, explicit bias can be measured with straightforward
q uestions, such as, "Do you agree or disagree with the statement, 'Boys are
better than girls at math'? "
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Im pl icit b ias comprises the unconscious, subtle associations you make among people. It's your automatic,
positive or negative preference for someone, based on your perception of that person's race, gender, age,
ethnicity and abilities. Implicit bias impacts how stereotypes shape your understanding, decisions and
actions toward members of diverse groups. It does not req uire an angry or spiteful disposition; it only
req uires not being aware of how your positive or negative stereotypes influence your thoughts and actions.
Even the most well-intentioned person experiences some degree of implicit bias; in fact, implicit bias may
actually conflict with your explicit beliefs and values.
You can truly believe everyone should be judged based on the merit of their character, yet unwittingly
stereotype someone.
Implicit bias can be just as problematic as explicit bias, because both can produce discriminatory behavior.
Any bias interferes with creating a positive classroom climate.
Because implicit bias is deeply entrenched and operates outside your conscious awareness, combating it is
challenging. Fortunately, stereotypes formed over a lifetime can be purposely unlearned. To counter implicit
bias, train your mind to recognize stereotypes for what they are. Consciously and consistently evaluate your
thought processes and judgment.
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C onf irm ation b ias occurs when you search for, interpret, focus on and favor information that aligns with your pre-
existing beliefs, opinions or expectations.
Most people are unaware of how confirmation bias affects their actions. They may even perceive their biased thoughts
to be intuition or common-sense, and not realize how their bias hampers objectivity. In fact, research shows that people
often hold onto a faulty opinion even after being shown proof their opinion is flawed. The stronger someone's beliefs,
the more likely they are to ignore facts that don't align with those beliefs.
Below are examples of how confirmation bias can adversely impact Title IX's grievance process:

If you make a snap judgment that results in a premature hypothesis, you create a blurred lens through which you view information.
Instead of searching for the truth, your focus becomes proving your hypothesis, which, in turn, taints the final determination of
responsibility. This deprives a respondent the right to a presumption of non-responsibility.

In a case that's lacking evidence, your confirmation bias can subconsciously "fill in" the gaps of missing information. If weighted evidence
results in a 50 /50  split, your bias could be the plus-one-percent that tips the scale.

If confirmation bias causes you to fail to identify and report incriminating evidence, complainants may not receive remedies to which
they're entitled.

When a case is riddled with complicated variables and contradictory information, data can be interpreted in many ways. Confirmation
bias about a party's behavior, background or personal attributes can profoundly impact how you evaluate and assess evidence.
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P arty  b ias occurs exists if you're biased toward someone —  or against someone
—  just because they happen to be a complainant, or just because they happen to
be a respondent.
Work to eliminate any party bias you may have. Similarly, never assume teachers
and staff members are always more credible than students… or vice versa.
In addition, don't let your judgment be clouded because of the emotions
associated with a case. In situations that involve sexual assault or other serious
injury, it's natural to want to hold someone responsible. N evertheless, you must
remain objective. Refrain from evaluating evidence, assessing credibility or
passing judgment until the investigation has concluded.
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The topic of sexual harassment inherently includes issues of sex and sexual
dynamics. Thus, sex - b ased b ias is a particular risk to Title IX proceedings. A
school must not allow sex-based biases, stereotypes or generalizations to
influence Title IX procedures. Doing so would further inject sexual discrimination
into the situation.
You must not apply "profiles" or "predictive behaviors" to sexual-harassment
cases. Instead, you must adopt a sex - neu tral  approach  that prohibits sexual-
harassment generalizations about "women as victims" and "men as
perpetrators."
However, you can consider studies and statistical generalizations in an
informative, impartial away, providing they don't compromise your objective
evaluation of the facts surrounding a particular case.
If you treat either party differently in Title IX proceedings because of their sex,
you're violating Title IX's non-discrimination mandate.
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For example, you and other Title IX personnel cannot allow stereotypes regarding
men to influence your investigation or decision. You cannot assume males are
innately sexually aggressive or that a culture of "toxic masculinity" makes them
more likely to engage in sexual violence.
Similarly, you cannot decide to investigate sexual-harassment complaints from
females but not investigate complaints from males. And you cannot offer different
remedies or sanctions based on whether someone is a female or a male.
Sexual harassment affects students throughout the country. Anyone, regardless of
gender, can be a sexual-harassment complainant or respondent. However, the
following groups are sexually harassed more than other populations:

P ersons of color, particularly females with intersecting identities

Girls and women who are immigrants ( e.g., persons whose national origin is outside the
U nited States)

Individuals with disabilities

L esbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and/or q ueer and intersex ( L GBTQ I)  individuals
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J ust as sex-based bias against a particular gender, so too does bias exist against
other groups with which a complainant, a respondent or a witness may identify.
You and your Title IX colleagues must not allow bias against a party's race,
ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, immigration-status,
socioeconomic status —  or any other characteristic —  impact the grievance
process.

!
Group-based bias often presents itself in the form of m icroag g ressions.
Hurtful and exclusionary, microaggressions are belittling and demeaning
messages you consciously —  or subconsciously —  send to someone because
of their perceived association with a certain group.
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Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

Bias involves attributing stereotypical beliefs about a group of people to an
individual associated with that group. Which of the following are the three
components of bias?

A. Cognitive, Affective, Behavioral 
 

B. Explicit, .Implicit, Confirmation 
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11Chapter

How to Minimize Bias

T opics in th is ch apter incl u de:
Five Strategies

Strategy 1 : Stereotype Replacement

Strategy 2 : Counter-Stereotypic Imaging

Strategy 3 : Individuation

Strategy 4 : P erspective Taking

Strategy 5: Increased P ositive Contact

When You Inadvertently Say the Wrong Thing
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To reduce the impact of bias, implement one of the following five strategies:

These will be discussed in detail on the six slides that follow.

Stereotype replacement

Counter-stereotypic imaging

Individuation

P erspective taking

Increased positive contact
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The first strategy you should consider implementing is stereoty pe repl acem ent.
To replace stereotypes:

As such, consider why you responded the way you did. Then, do some research.
See if you can find information that supports or challenges the assumption you
made.

Acknowledge that you sometimes respond to people based on your pre-conceived notions
about them.

Identify when, where and how your reactions derive from such stereotypes.

Consider why you respond in that manner.

Choose to respond to people in a way that reflects non-stereotypical beliefs.

Consider this hypothetical situation:

A fellow educator who works in a disadvantaged, inner-city district shares how happy she is
that her favorite student received a full college scholarship. If you reply, "That's great!  
In what sport? " you may have inadvertently displayed bias. You've assumed that a pupil
from a disadvantaged school did not excel in academics and that the teen's only "ticket
out" was athletics —  which is a common stereotype.

! If the information you find contradicts your previous belief, replace your old
stereotype with your new frame of reference. K eep that new data in mind
the next time you face a similar situation and respond differently
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A second strategy, cou nter- stereoty pic im ag ing , involves you challenging your
stereotype by making a positive association with an image that's the exact
opposite of your stereotype.
For example, if you typically stereotype doctors as men and typically stereotype
stay-at-home parents as women, think about exceptions to that stereotype —
e.g., a female friend who is a doctor and married to a stay-at-home dad.
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A third strategy, individu ation, involves obtaining information about individual
members of a group instead of generalizing about that group.
Make a conscious effort to avoid making q uick decisions based on stereotypes.
Gather information about a person before judging that individual. And purposely
form meaningful relationships with people different than you.
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P erspective tak ing , a fourth strategy, involves walking a proverbial mile in
another person's shoes. Before judging someone, consider that individual's
perspective. Doing so will help you empathize with people you tend to
stereotype.
For instance, if you tend to stereotype based on gender, try imagining what it
would feel like to be deemed unq ualified for a position because of your gender.
For example, consider how a man might feel were he denied the opportunity to
teach kindergarten because he's perceived as less nurturing than women
applicants.
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Increased positive contact is a fifth strategy you should consider employing.
Spending time with diverse groups of people is a powerful way to counter false
stereotypes. By meeting individuals who don't conform to your pre-conceived
notions, your stereotypic thoughts and beliefs will dissipate.
Furthermore, when you interact with the community where your students live,
you forge positive relationships with the kids and their families.
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Even if you sincerely try to be culturally considerate, you may say something that you consider benign, but
that others consider racist, sexist, homophobic or otherwise insensitive.
If they accuse you of bias or prejudice, you may feel hurt, frustrated, angry, resentful or guilty. You may want
to respond, "That's not what I meant," or "You're taking it the wrong way."
However, try to avoid becoming defensive. Instead:

Calmly and honestly examine the situation and what you said. Everyone has biases, so be willing to admit that you were
wrong. Doing so can establish trust with students and promote a respectful, inclusive environment.

Respond with respect. Acknowledge the other person's feelings; doing so can help resolve any conflict. Say something
simple but kind, such as, "I understand you feel my words were prejudiced or unfair, and that concerns me."

Gather information. Try to understand the other person's point of view. The effects of prejudice are cumulative. Chances
are, the person's reaction isn't just because of what you said, but because they've faced a long history of prejudice.

Acknowledge what happened and modify your behavior accordingly. If your behavior was consciously or unconsciously
prejudicial or unfair, avoid repeating your mistake.
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Select the correct answers and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

To reduce the impact of bias, which of the following strategies should be
implemented?

A. Stereotype replacement

B. Counter-stereotypic imaging

C. Individuation

D. P erspective taking

E. Increased positive contact
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00

Your K nowledge Check score is
~ ~ ~ null~ ~ ~ % . You may not be prepared
to take the final test for this section.

You may want to review the following
sections:

Click here to open the course O utline to jump to any page for review.          

You have completed this section of the course.
You must complete all sections and take the test
to receive credit for this course.
Click on the next section in the left-hand
navigation bar. If you've completed all sections,
please click “ Take Test.”

 Reset score and all K nowledge Checks.
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